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In looking for inspiration for this work, I was immediately drawn to creating
something upbeat and fast-paced. I found an older commercial from the company Peak
Design, explaining how their Anchor Links work, which are camera strap accessories.
Owning several Anchor Links myself, I was inspired to create a newer, stop motion
version of this video. Planning began with selecting a music track, which helps me get
inspiration, and was especially important for this work because I would be lining up the
action happening with the beat of the music. This consisted of choosing music,
importing it into Adobe Premiere Pro, making a 60-second cut of the music, and then
planning frame-by-frame with the music and storyboarding. Next, I set up my “studio,”
placing white poster board on a table as my background and using a floodlight shining
through a large diffuser and a flash/softbox to create a soft light and add depth with the
second light. I set up my camera directly above the paper and connected it to a remote
shutter, tethering it to my computer through Adobe Lightroom so I could see the images
I took better. I began shooting and ended up with roughly 900 images (I would use
about 720, with the video being 60 seconds at 12 frames per second). The editing came
next, and after tweaking basic adjustments of all the images and organizing them in
folders based on scene, I imported them into Adobe Premiere Pro. After basic
adjustments and making sure frames landed on the beat of the music, adding in sound
design, as well as creating more in-depth transitions using Premiere’s masking and
Adobe Photoshop, I exported the finished video.

I would critique this work as successful, particularly in the movement and rhythm.
The interaction between elements paired with their varied motion, aided by the music,
leaves no moment dull, keeping the viewer highly engaged. The lighting is also
successful in this work. In many similar projects, underexposure or lack of enough
natural/artificial light to create a clean, white background was an issue, and this work
exemplifies proper use of lighting. One weakness of this piece has to do with the time.
The fast-paced aspect leaves it hard in many places to read the words displayed
because they are not on screen for long enough. The movement in the work, being
largely successful, does have multiple points of weakness, notably at the end of the
video (Upgrade Your Camera Strap Today) and halfway through (Quick Connectors
For), as these spots are particularly jittery and difficult to read. Overall, however, this
work is successful in the feeling and message it is trying to convey.

Between the process, final product, and reaction, this work has deep meaning to
me. Creating an advertisement about a product I love and use on a daily basis is
rewarding in being able to share the product with others and give back in some way. In
the process of creating the work, I took inspiration for the past-paced element from
Apple’s “Don’t Blink” and Honda’s “Keep Up” commercials, and looked at Skyler Burt’s
fun, food-based stop motion films for content inspiration. I learned so much in the
creation process of this work that I could not be more thankful for. I have had multiple
people, both in my A-S 285 class and not, tell me that watching this inspired them in
their own creative work, giving them drive to go the extra mile and showing them that
just because they are a student, they can still create exceptional and meaningful work.
In the end, this is why I create – to inspire people, putting emotions and thoughts that
are otherwise hard to express with words into my art.
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